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CARE begins to help victims deal with pain
by Brook Borowy
Contributing Writer
In the early months of summer, the cam
pus learned of the rape of a student on one of
the nature trails. When a crisis such as this
arises, the victim is often left bewildered,
alone, and afraid.
Where should students go when they
have become victims of assault or a threat of
assault? The police? The administration?
what will be the consequences of reporting
such a crime? In the anguished moments of
a true crisis, one might not be able to sort
things out. Fortunately, for UNF students,
there is a place to turn for guidance: the
Campus Advocate Response and Education
(CARE) Team.
The CARE Team is a crisis help line.

Students who have been victims of actual or
threatened violence, or who are experienc
ing any crisis in their lives, can call 646-1010
to contact someone who will see them
through whatever their crisis is.
The team consists of Victim Advocate
Beth Hughes and a group of trained volun
teers who are on call at all hours to advise
and give support. Says Hughes of the team,
“It’s a place to call when [students] are over
whelmed with their feelings about a situa
tion. we can then help them sort out their
feelings, consider what their options are,
and develop a plan of action.” Hughes, who
answers the CARE phone until 5 pm on
weekdays, and who helped aid the victim of
this summer’s sexual battery, admits that
while much of what the team does for stu

dents could be done by the students them
selves, “sometimes, when you’re in a crisis,
you don’t know where to turn.”
The CARE program is interconnected
with many other services on campus, and is
fully equipped to assist and support victims
through every step of the process of dealing
with their situations. Additionally, a mem
ber of the team can help the victim contact
campus police (if this is what the student
chooses), contact friends or family for fur
ther aid, or, if necessary, personal counseling
or medical services. The team can also help
relieve the added pressure of academia by
notifying a student’s professors of the situa
tion. Everything is confidential while the
student decides what course of action, if any,
will be taken.

Leotards and leg warmers
greeted the lunchtime crowd
Thursday, September 22 as
student Kathy Andreu led a few
dozen students in aerobics on
the University Green.
Andreu works as the Aerobics
Director for the Department of
Recreation and Intramural
Sports.

Tom Kopacz/Sports Editor

Workout space diminished as Fitness Center closes for remodeling
by Tom Kopacz
Sports Editor
when the Osprey Fitness Center closes
for remodeling next spring, students may be
forced to use a small room to work out in
until the remodeling project is completed,
according to one staff member.
Becky Purser, director of recreation, said
the fitness equipment cannot be moved into
the UNF Arena’s multipurpose room, which
she prefers, because a physical education
class is scheduled to be taught there this
spring.

She said locker room entrances will be
moved inside the building to increase safety
and efficiency. construction is scheduled to
begin January 1.
Purser said the expansion takes place at
a good time. According to a handout she
brought with her, annual usage of the center
increased 11 percent last year from 1992-93.
“This semester we saw a dramatic in
crease [in usage],” Purser said, adding that
the fitness center is averaging 400 students a
day so far this year, up from 298 for the same
time a year ago.

That creates a problem: Purser said as it
stands now, when the center closes, the
equipment is scheduled to be moved to Bldg.
2, in the space being vacated later this se
mester by the college of Health. That space
is just 1300 square feet, and Purser said she
needs 2,000 square feet, “We will be able to
accommodate about 20 people at a time.,”
she said, adding that other options include
renting a portable building to hold the equip
ment.

continued on page 2

The CARE Team helpline has been upand-running since June of this summer, but
the official kick-off is scheduled for October
13. There will be a ceremony in the court
yard with a cake and a giveaway of CARE
Team pencils. The point of this ceremony is
to let the student body know that they do
have a place to call to get the help they need
if a crisis does arise. Although team-leader
Beth Hughes admits that UNF is a safe
campus, and response to the CARE Team
has so far been “sporadic,” she also says, “I
think the atmosphere of safety lulls people
into thinking bad things never happen, but
they do...the point of the CARE Team is to
always have someone there when there is a
need.”

Gallery features
professor's works
by Julie McNeill
Contributing Writer
He gets to use a sandblaster and draw on
sheets of glass with a diamond bit for fun.
These are just some of the many tools
that Distinguished Service Professor Ken
neth Kerslake of the University of Florida
has used in his 36-year printmaking career.
Some of his work can be seen at the UNF
gallery until Thursday, October 6.
The show, entitled, “Between Reality
and Dream: Selected works by Kenneth
Kerslake,” opened Saturday, September 8.
Kerslake’s prints include a large range of
processes and styles from pen and ink to
vitreograph, a process of drawing on glass.
combinations of etching, photography and
lithography—which uses metal plates, wa
ter-repelling substances, and ink—are also
in his tool box.
“His diversity of work over the years
indicates an active artist who has experi
mented and investigated a great many dif
ferent printing processes,” said Paul
Karabinis, University Gallery director.
Kerslake held a lecture show in the Gal
lery on Wednesday, September 21 at 7:30
and told the approximately 50 listeners about
the development of his different styles of

continued on page 3

BRIEFS
SGA election turnout better but not perfect
More students participated in
September’s Senate elections than in previousyears, saidElection Chair Barbara Roque.
Roque estimated 7% of students visited
the polls to elect 32 candidates for 20 avail
able positions, compared with last year’s 4%
turnout for the fall elections. Despite the
increase, Roque is not satisfied. She said the
goal for next fall’s election is at least 10% 10
% student turnout.
“We’re still not happy that more stu
dents are not voting,” she said. However she
said that’s almost to be expected with fall

elections. Spring elections generally attract
more attention, because officers for the up
coming year share the ballot with senate
candidates.
Because only 20 candidates may be
elected per ballot, six Senate positions currendy remain vacant. Roque said any inter
ested student may contact her at 646-2750
to apply for appointment to one of these
positions. An applicant must complete a
process involving interviews and petition
ing. Appointees fill the positions until the
Spring elections.

Audience gets high marks at concert
The next time
a group comes to
The Arena, the
concertgoers can bring theircigarettes, lighters, andkeychains, said Norma Brizzi, events
coordinator. Many people were bothered
by the confiscation of such items at the
Sept. 24 Green Day concert, she said.
Brizzi applauded the concert as a whole.
There were “no major accidents,” she said,
only “twelve minor injuries...cuts and
bruises” from the mosh pit. The next night,

in Orlando, “a girl in Orlando broke her
neck.” The fans were also well-behaved at
The Arena, said Brizzi, “In Tampa, the fans
did $15,000 worth of damage to the seats.”
Aside from what Brizzi called “a few bugs
to work out,” she said, “We’re thrilled by
Green Day.”
"We have finally put UNF on the map,”
Brizzi said. She called the booking of the
popular band a coup for the school, saying it
nearly put the school events in the caliber of
the University of Florida.
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Collegiate colognes smell sweet
to students nationwide
(CPS)- You are standing in an elevator, and the man beside you
looks like any other business person: suit jacket, wingtip shoes,
and a briefcase. But something about this stranger stands out.
Without knowing his name, you know this man is a diehard fan
of the Michigan State Spartans. How? The newest souvenir to hit
campuses is customized colognes.
The Campus Collection is a line of men’s colognes. Each
fragrance is designed specifically for the traditions of the school it
represents. University of Florida’s “Gator” has a cool, citrus
scent, the University of Miami’s “Hurricane” captures the “scent
before the storm- a light citrus blend with sea accord.”
The new product line is the brainchild of 25-year-old Univer
sity of Michigan alumnus Peter Klamka. In 1993, he came up with
the idea; this year he is president of a business that is projecting $5
million in sales.
Klamka approached his alma mater about licensing arrange
ments, and they told him to go for it. His company, Wilshire
Fragrance, Inc., was hatched. He hired a chemist and was soon
peddling a few thousand bottles of the University of Michigan
cologne. He went door to door to the small Ann Arbor stores that
exclusively sold Michigan products and made his pitch.
“I said, ‘Look, if you don’t sell any, I’ll take them back.’ I took
all of the risk myself. Not only did they sell them, but the stores
came back and said, ‘People came in and asked for Michigan State
(fragrance). Will you do Michigan State?’”
So he created a fragrance for Michigan State and then kept
going. At the end of the first year, he had sold $100,000 worth
of cologne.
Now the unique fragrances are developed, marketed, and
distributed with the assistance of the Chicago-based company,
Quintessence. Access to their large laboratory facilities allowed
Klamka to speed up production. Today there are 50 school
fragrances and by Mother’s Day 1995, a women’s line will be
launched*
“I came up with the first 10 fragrances; they’ve come up with
the rest. Each one is different, and that’s really important,”
stresses Klamka. “Michigan can’t smell like Michigan State and
the Seminoles can’t smell like Gators!”
“I intentionally did not select that was heavy and...’old man
nish.’ They are light and contemporary. I had no fragrance
industry knowledge, so I went out and constructed something that
I would have spent my own money for.”
Klamka knows from research that his buyers tend to be males
ages 14 and 30, while consumers in the alumni category (age 30+)
tend to receive it as a gift.
“They are tough customers, those 14- to 30-year old males,”
he says. “Younger people are so much more sophisticated now.
They are really bombarded with advertisements and watch a lot of
television and MTV.
“But I know it’s very tough for them to distinguish between
major (fragrance) brands...The advertising is the same, the color
schemes are the same, there’s no distinction. Now I’ve taken the
trademark that they’re wearing on their hats and sweatshirts,
something they can identify with, and I've put it on cologne and
put it on a price ranger that they perceive as reasonable.”
The Campus Collection sells at $24 for a two-ounce spray
bottle.
In addition to the men’s colognes, Wilshire Fragrance is
gearing up for a women’s line.
“Every major retailer I’ve dealt with has asked for the women’s
line because women have come in and said, ‘Where’s ours?”’
Twenty-five perfumes have not been completed for release
next May. The product names will be similar to those for men,
“although if there is a female opportunity, we will use it, like
Florida has a Lady Gator mascot that is cool as the mascot of the
regular Gator.” The women’s line will also be a two-ounce spray,
but the school colors will be inverted on the packaging to prevent
confusion with the men’s product.
Today the fragrance not only available at campus bookstores
and collegiate specialty shops but at major department stores.

on campus

UPD sees advantages in bike patrol
by Fredline McCormack
Contributing writer
We have all seen police cars,
horses and motorcycles. The wave
of the future on campus, however,
can be seen pedaling by. Bicycles
are the newest addition to the
University Police Department.
The bicycle patrol officers are
fast becoming a familiar sight on
campus. The patrol, an idea of
Martin Garris, had University
President Adam Herbert’s full support and was to be a better way for
the police officers to be closer to
faculty and staff and therefore better serve the community.
Both the director and Patrol

commander Lt. Marjorie
Mittleman enthusiastically commended the program. According
to Garris, the program results in a
more accessible staff- the officers
have more interaction with the
community because it’s easier to
stop and talk to people on a bike
than in a car. He says this is
positive as he feels that “Anything
that’s mysterious and has power
can be very threatening.”
Garris says another positive
factor is the increased mobility af
forded by the bike. Director Garris
commented that the officers “are
able to give quicker response time
to student faculty and staff.”

Bicycle plan becomes model
(CPS)-To save money on
gasoline, Salisbury (MD) State
University has turned the campus police officers onto pedal
power.
Of SSU's 16
safety officers, 13
have traded in patrol
cars for bicycles.
“It's a lot cheaper
to buy $500 bicycles
than a $19,000 car.”
says Joseph Gilbert, vice president of the administration.
Meanwhile, cops on bikes
seem to form better relation-

ships with students and the
community, say university
officials.
The university has become
a training ground for local municipalities wanting to try the same
thing with their
own police.
Meanwhile,
the university’s remaining vehicles
have been converted from
gasoline power to propane,
which is cheaper and bums
cleaner than gas, Gilbert says.

Mittleman gave an example of an
accident involving two to three
cars at the entrance of the school.
Corporal Lloyd Hendry, one of the
bike patrol officers, was able to
reach the scene; soon after, he
responded to an injured person
call at the aquatic center. In both
cases, he was able to reach the
victims before patrol cars could
arrive on the scene.
The three officer unit comprising of Hendry, Officer Mike
Townsend, and Officer Steve
Waligroski had to undergo an intensive week-long training pro
gram at NAS Jacksonville. Ac
cording to Mittleman, the unit has
changed to officers’ lives. One
officer lost 23 pounds and has
changed his life-style. The lieu
tenant called it a “win-win” situa
tion as not only does the unit im
prove security on campus, the of
ficers are also in better shape.
The 21-speed light weight
mountain bikes cost about $600
and are equipped with all-terrain
tires, halogen headlights, blue
strobe lights, and first-aid kits.
UNF possesses three, but the suc
cess of the program is such that the
UPD is asking the school to fund
the purchase of three additional
bikes and equipment. This should
cost a little over $5,000, but
Mittleman feels that the advan
tages will outweigh the costs.

Senate looking for fitness center alternative
continued from page 1
renting a portable building to hold
the equipment.
“We need to have a spot where
the students can work out while
the construction is going on,” she
said, “We’ve also looked at putting
the equipment in the [arena] racquetball courts, but then there go
the racquetball courts,” she said.
Purser said she preferred to use
Rm. 1062 in the arena — the multipurpose room at the southeast
comer—but had been shot down
by a physical education professor
who uses the room for his class.
“There were a lot of philosophical
and other reasons given by the
professor who teaches that class,”

she said.
Student Senator Lance Hunt,
who works part-time at the arena,
said the class has a better chance of
using the basketball floor. “In my
opinion, the class actually uses the
[multipurpose] room maybe three
or four times out of the month,” he
said.
Hunt said he thought the situation arose out of faculty concerns
that by taking away classroom space
now, a precedent would be set for
taking away academic space later.
told the student senate when
renovations are completed, the fitness center will be Purser said after
the renovations, which cost
$252,000, are complete, the fit-

ness center will be bigger and more
efficiently designed, with a new
brick exterior to match other buildings on campus.
In other business:
• The senate unanimously
agreed to transfer $200 to Alpha
Sigma Pi from the ACSOP Operating Account.
• The senate unanimously
agreed to validate the recent SGA
elections.
• The senate unanimously confirmed Melanie Netwal as SGA's
new public relations director.
• SGA Vice President Brian
Jennings announced that new committee chairs will be chosen at the
Oct. 14 senate meeting.

October

Calendar
5

6

criminal Justice Association
Bldg. 11 Rm. 1327
4pm
For more info,
Jim Elliot 649-9911

Robert W. Loftin Memorial
Dedication
Nature Trail entrance pavilion
10:45 am

6
Sociology Club Meeting
Bldg. 11 Rm. 2152
4:30pm

8
Teacher Education for
America’s Minorities
Bldg. 9, Rm. 2121
10-11am

14
Arab-American Student Union
Bldg. 14, Senate chambers
Noon
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Career Expo brings exployers, students together
by Rima Driggers
Staff writer
If the terms “informal” and “interview” appear contradictory, then
you didn’t catch the Fall careers
Expo. The Expo, sponsored by the
Career Development Center, gave
participants a great chance to network with potential employers.
Representatives from more than 40
companies attended the wednesday, September 28 event.
Over 450 students attended, an
increase over 100 from last year’s
Expo. People of all ages amid majors
roamed the booths, including several alumni. However, it seemed as
if the event primarily attracted seniors, desiring full-time, graduate

positions. Others attended to improve interview skills, ask about intemships, and check out the future
of business in the area.
Several students felt the Expo
was a biased toward business majors. Those searching for jobs in
fields other than finance, accounting, and marketing, were disappointed. Some remarked that the
arts and social sciences could have
been better represented. One health
major suggested that it might have
been titled the “Business career
Fair.”
Kate Ray, director of the Career
Expo, acknowledges the student
demand for more communications
and science fields. Over 1,200 firms

are invited and she has little control of those who agree to attend.
Ms. Ray hopes the Expo will continue to expand and that more
companies will participate. She
feels that both the Fall and Spring
Career Expos are excellent opportunities for students.
Overall, both students and
potential employers viewed the
Expo as a great success. Participants agreed the event was the
best way to connect with several
firms simultaneously and the only
way to receive immediate feedback. Those not graduating in
December plan to check out the
Expo in the spring, which is usu
ally larger.

Osprey Careerline

Career Development offers guidance for future
by Jennifer Benton
Career Development
chances are, you fall into the
“typical” student category... your days
are filled working a part-time job,
rushing to class, squeezing-in oncampus meetings and studying dur
ing that “extra” time left over. In
short, you’re attempting to balance
the demands of both work and school
as you work to off-set the increasing
costs of your education.
Back in 1990, The Chronical of
Higher Education reported nearly 60%
of college students held jobs, and
the pressures on students are ex
pected to continue to increase along

with the cost of earning a degree in
today’s society. UNF is one of hundreds of universities nationally
which is helping students who work
meet the challenge of securing appropriate and meaningful employment opportunities through a Job
Location and Development program.
Coordinated by the career Development center, the Job Locationand Development program provides for the development of offcampus employment for any stu
dent, regardless of financial need.
The philosophy underlying this pro
gram is more than simply earning

money, whether you realize it or
not, those of you working various
part-time and full-time positions
are gaining an awareness of ca
reers and the job market, building
your self-confidence, and devel
oping transferable skills that will
be invaluable throughout your col
lege and professional careers. So
whether financial assistance is a
necessity or not, you may want to
consider how various employment
opportunities can broaden your
overall college experience, and
help you gain the skills you need
for future success in the job mar
ket.

Campus Gallery features prof's work
continued from pg. 1
prints. He said his work was influenced through the decades by fellow teachers, historic artists, and
also social problems.
Hired by UF in 1958 as a young
artist with a Master of Fine Arts
degree from the University of Illinois at champaign, his job was to
build a printmaking program.
“I’m a great believer that one
person cannot create a program by
themselves,” he said to Karabinis,
“they can only teach classes in a
subject.”
with professors such as Todd
walker and Jerry Eulsmann,
Kerslake incorporated photography into his metal processes.
“Jerry focused my eyes to what
photography could do,” said the
artist whose original interest since
high school was painting.
Kerslake’s prints in the l950s
reflected the feelings of the time of
abstract expressionism. They also
refelcted the abstractness of
Picasso's work.
His work in the l960s paralleled the thoughts of many outraged Americans at the senselessness of John F. Kennedy’s death;
they are commentaries on the culture of the day.
One series begins with “The

I VANT TO BUY YOUR TEXTBOOKS!
We Buy Back Bo ks Every Day Used & New Textbo ks at

DiscountedPrices StudyGuides&YestPrepsfor CLAST,GRE,GED&MORE Specialordersalwayswelcomed Fre

Parking

CB
R

COLLEGE BOOK RACK 11292 BEACH BLVD. JACKSONVILLE,
FL 32246 (904) 642-752

WE ARE DYING TO SEE YOU!

Star Spangled Man,” an outlined
figure of an astronaut in the form
of a frog pinned down and readu
for dissection. He also dissects the
culture with his images in the se
ries of atomic explosions, astronauts, cars, roads, and others.
“I’m always interested in making a statement,” Kerslake said.
Hisworksofthe l970s included
meticulous photo-intaglios—a design carved or engraved into a hard
material so it’s below the surface—
such as childhood memories of his
mother, and a series of hot air
ablloons floating over a misty sea.
One image students at UNF
may have seen posted around campus is “Profile with collage,” a
1983 monoprint of a man’s profile
which is shredded and etched.
A series of prints in the l990s
contrasts with all his previous
pieces. The subject appears to be
patio furntiure. Added to the
photo-intaglio is color and light.
“I like the idea of taking pedes
trian objects and using light to
transform them into something
that works as art,” Kerslake said.
Of all of his processes, he like
etching the best.
I have different preferences at
different times, “ Kerslake said. “I
dearly love painting, but I go back
to etching when I feel like I want
to go home.”
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Proposed health fee increase
warrants student examination

4 October 94

Spinnaker

Views

If you thought the U.S. Congress would decide all
significant health care issues for you, think again. This

university has its own health care debate in the works, and

the result will affect your pocketbook starting next semes

ter.
To meet its operating budget for the 1995-96 fiscal year,

Student Health Services estimates it will need a “significant

increase” in financial support from the student body. Cur
rent services such as on- and off-campus physician and
emergency care, as well as many other services, receive
funding from a $1.62-per-credit-hour fee paid by every

student on campus. A student taking 12 hours ofclasses pays
$19.44 in health fees, while a half-time student doles out

$9.72.
The “significant increase” in fees Student Health Ser
vices needs will come from students in one of two ways.

The first proposal suggests increasing the current fee to

$2.90 per credit hour. Under this proposal, that full-time
student would pay $34.80 per semester, an increase of
$15.36. The half-time student would pay $17.40 per semes

ter, up $7.68.
An alternate proposal charges students a flat fee inde

pendent of how many classes one takes. Under this plan, all
students would pay $27 for health care every fall and spring
According to Student Health Services, this second method

ensures that the entire student body shares the costs equally.
SGA’s fee assessment committee must choose a plan.
This is where you come in.

A series of meetings in October will provide ample
information and opportunities for students to take part in

this debate. Unlike in the national health care debate,

you’re being given the chance to have a direct say in how
you’ll pay for the health care you receive. Chances like this
do not come up very often — take advantage of this one
while it’s here. It’s your money.

The Fee Committee meets Wednesdays, October 3, 10

and 17 at 10 a.m. in Bldg. 2, Rm. 2084. An open student
forum takes place in the Theater on Wednesday, October
12 from 1-3 p.m. If you don’t get involved, you can’t

complain when somebody picks a method for you.
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semester, while the summer semester fee would be $20.

Photography Editor
The Spinnaker is currently accepting
applications for the position of
photography editor. Applicants should
have their own equipment and
transportation, darkroom skills and
experience, a portfolio of past work,
knowledge of the Jacksonville area, and
time to spend near & on campus
shooting assignments for the Spinnaker.

Advertising Manager
The Advertising Manager position will
be open after December '94. This 20hour-a-week position requires a working
knowledge of advertising and public
relations, and involves the solicitation of
ads from local and national advertisers

Experience is preferred but not
necessary.

For further information or to pick up
an application, stop by the Spinnaker
offices at Bldg. 14, Rm. 2607,
or call 646-2727.
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America: theocracy or democracy?
Commentary by John Meeks
News Editor
In 1979, the Islamic Revolution turned
back the clock on years of westernization
initiated by the Shah. The Ayatollah
Khomeini forced a return to the rule of the
Koran. The words of the prophet
Mohammed ruled the nation behind
Khomeini's iron fist. women relinquished
many freedoms. Intellectuals were exiled.
Americans were aghast at the sanction of
one religion over a nation. They should be
equally afraid of the rise of the Christian
Coalition.
Should the halls of government become the halls of worship?
Unlike the Soviet Union, we have based
our country on God. Unlike Iran, we have
based our nation on the freedom to interpret what God says. Students of religion
believe in some god (or lack thereof), but
that's where all the similarities end. We
may be one nation under God, but we have
many beliefs under God. Those beliefs are
too diverse to be reconciled by the state.
I attend a church that neither con-

demns nor condones homosexuality. Another person's church may oppose homosexuality. Nowhere in the constitution
does it say that either view is correct. Nor
does the constitution say that the state
should interpret the Bible for us. That is up
to the worshipers to share with their respec
tive clergy. It is not humanist nor commu
nist to want the individuals to decide who
are the saints or the sinners, lndeed, the
line between church and state is awkward.
We have a right to recognize our own
spirituality. The state has a right to respect
our beliefs, not micromanage them.
If the schools are turning out children
without morals, what kind of children are
we sending to school ? what if parents were
soeagerabout taking theirchildren to church
are they are in pushing their responsibility
on the state?
In most social issues, like fiscal matters,
conservatives say that the government is
the problem that works best when it does
not intervene. They say it is up to the
individual, through hard work, to live a
successful life. For once, I agree.

WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK, ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don’t drink
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

Sociology Club Meeting

Apathy dominates campus political scene
Commentary by Tim Kuehn
Contributing writer
You’re nothin' but a bunch of slackers. That's the only conclusion I could reach.
I thought politics might matter to collegiate America - and it might, in some lazy
academic sense. But when questioned about party politics and flagging interest in student
political groups, you and your fellow students respond with the same listless apathy that
keeps you from reading this paper.
“Er, no political groups on campus? Uhh... so?”
So nothing, I guess. Three such organizationshave been recognized by the university
in as many semesters, all meeting the same fate - atrophy sets in after officers are elected,
and eventually the thing dies.
The College Republicans’ faculty advisor has “No idea” what they’re up to. He hasn’t
heard from any of their members for months, so I don’t imagine they’re up to much.
People seem to remember hearing about them in the past, though, which is more than
the Democrats can say. The Libertarian Organization (Libertarian Organization - it’s a
joke, get it?) fizzled in its infancy, the officers graduated and no one cared to take over.
From within and without, apathy kills.
A handful of students did admit that they thought they might be registered with a
party, some were even sure of it. None seemed moved to start or join a party chapter on
campus, though.
And if, hypothetically, they were to get off their mental couches and enlist with such
a group, what would they want it to offer? Enter, Sloth and whimsy.
‘Wouldn't much care, I suppose” was the common response. More creative wish lists
included cool T-shirts and the obligatory free beer.
Before we had cable, you see, we had more time for such drivel. But no more - we've
plugged in, and world events can’t penetrate our electronic defenses, so why worry about
politics, which simply controls world events?
A burst of energy and a glimmer of hope for our future came from one philosophy
major, who would only identify himself as Louisiana Dick. When queried, he arose and,
spitting with passion, declared, “A student political organization should do what's
necesssary, consistent with their goals, be it public forums or spray-painted graffiti, to get
their messsages across,... Not just wuss around and talk about it!”
Well, Dick, I invite you to start that ball rolling. You'll be kicking it by yourself.
Serious student interest in politics seems to have gone the way of the channel selector
knob - lethargy is just so easy to maintain. I can prove it, and have. No more tin soldiers,
no more Nixon, we're finally on our own. On our own soft asses, that is, and content to
stay there.
Should you wish to contact a student political organization, or start one of your own,
go to Student Development, Bldg. 14, Rm. 2640.

Worried
about paying
more
for school
next
year?

October 6

You should be!

4:30 pm

There will be an OPEN FORUM in building 14, the
Theater, on October 12th from 1-3:00 p.m.

Bldg. 11 Rm. 2152
Topic:

RESUME SERVICE - s25

Health Fees for the coming year.

Fast ft Accurate Service

Everyone is invited.

Have a say in the cost of your academic

249-3600
professionally TYPESET, 25 COPIES ON
RESUME PAPER, 25 BLANK COVER SHEETS
AND 25 WHITE ENVELOPES.
1526 No. 3rd Street, Jαx Beach, FL 32250
Monday-Friday 9a.m.-6p.m. - Across from Blockbuster

XEROX

experience at UNF. Now is the time to voice your

opinion or just get informed.
Individuals who require reasonable accommodation in order to participate must notify Griffin Watson at

EXT2750 building 14 room 2627 at least 5 working days prior to the event.
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Hip Happenings Area surfers defy stereotypes
Universal Screams
Every October usually screams with horror. This year is no excep
tion. Hair-raising terror fills the Universal Studios Florida's Halloween
Horror Nights on Fridays and Saturdays, October 14 and 15,21 and 22
and 28 through the 31. With more haunted attractions, more monsters,
more rides and more nights, you can't go wrong if you’re courageous.
Tickets are sold at Florida Ticketmaster outlets for $26, and with a 2liter Pepsi product label, you can get your ticket for $21. The prices
increase if you wait the day of the event. For more information, call
(407)363-8220.

Disney Towers with Terror

by Tamil Singh
Staff writer
They might l∞k like hippies
and act like they aren’t bothered
by the frivolous details of life, but
ask surfers about their sport and
they might compare it to an outof-body experience.
“Not every surfer is moved in
this way because, like everything
else, surfing has its posers and
kooks,” said Adam North, a Jack
sonville Beach surfer.
The “posers” and
“kooks” don’t stay
with the sport
long
enough

If Universal isn’t your style and demons don’t appeal to you, try
plunging Faster-than-freefall toward the Disney-MGM Studios’ streets.
The Twilight Zone Tower of Terror along with Sorcery in the Sky
Fireworks, a live deejay, dancing and a video wall are all parts of ShriekOut Saturdays on October 8,15, 22 and 29. For more information and
ticket prices, call (407) 934-7500.

to experience what real surfers call
the “stoke.” Stoke is the feeling
surfers get when they are riding a
perfect wave or having a great surf
ing session. Surfers said it is a feel
ing like no other in the world, a
feeling difficult to grasp if you don’t
ride waves. They can only say it’s
an emotion consisting of overall
peace and a connection with the
environment. Before surfers are
proficient enough to experience
stoke they must learn many things.
The most important is respect
and understanding for the
oceans and waves.
“The ocean is the
greatest equal
izer and
can

be dangerous and unforgiving to
the naive,” said one student surfer.
“Many people don't understand the
power the ocean has.”
Surfers also said mother nature
requires ability. Beinga good swim
mer with a strong will and body is
just the tip of the iceberg. Surfers
have no control over their field of
play, so they must be able to handle
anything the ocean throws at them.
All these strengths must unite
for a surfer to learn how to
paddle and sit on a surf
board. It is harder
than it sounds.
Attempting
to stand
on a

Best-selling Author at The Book Mark
Joanna Trollope, best-selling British author, will sign and read from
her new novel, The Rector's Wife, on Monday, October 10 at 8 p.m. The
reading will be her only appearance in Jacksonville. A series based on
The Rector's Wife will air on three consecutive Sundays, October 9
through the 23 on WJCT channel 7 (Cable channel 8.) If you miss her
and want to find out more about the book, watch the series. Although
it won’t be filled with screams and demons, it will be filled with a few
passionate scenes. For more information about the reading, call The
Book Mark at 241-9026.

The Art of Learning
If you don't have time to peruse the pages of a b∞k, you might want
to try a class that will teach you how to draw, paint or photograph.
Sponsored by the Jacksonville Art Museum, a ten-week drawing class
will begin October 6 on Thursdays. If painting's your forte, try an eight
week class beginning wednesday, October 5. These are just a couple of
classes offered to hone or learn new artistic skills. If you think you have
the creativity, call the Jacksonville Art Museum,398-8336 for tuition
costs and registration forms.

Architects and their Art
The Jacksonville Art Museum exhibits Museum Designs by Distin
guished 20th Century Architects in their Koger Galleries I and II through
Sunday, October 30. The once-in-a-lifetime exhibition of designs, plans
and drawings was compiled by william Morgan, FAIA, who will speak
Thursday, October 6 at 7 p.m. For more information on the exhibition
or the lecture, call 398-8336.

Self-Defense
with this semester’s rape, many students need security. Women in
Defensive Stance self-defense workshop, sponsored by the Women’s
Center, may ease your mind and teach you techniques to prevent rape.
It will be held on wednesday evenings in October, on the 12,19and
26 from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. The cost is $25. For more information, call
the center at 646-2528.

Philosophical surfers search for swells
by Tamil Singh
Staff writer
“Welcome to Costa Rica. A
surfer’s paradise!”
That’s what the sign shouted
as we left the airport. I immedi
ately slapped myself to make sure I
wasn’t dreaming.
Fellow students Steve Amos,
Adam North, Peter Weise and I
worked, savedandplannedforfour
long months to make the two week
trip to Costa Rica in August a
reality. We also sacrificed summer
B classes and food to get there, but
it was well worth the surf and ex
periences.
Costa Rica is in central
America between Nicaragua and
Panama. It’s about the size of West
Virginia and is covered by beauti
ful beaches, mountains, rivers and
volcanoes. Blanketing these land
scapes are lush forests sustaining
other creatures. They are filled with
monkeys, lizards, exotic birds and
other jungle animals we had only
seen at zoos. It was captivating.
The Costa Ricans grew up,
lived and worked in this utopia, so

to them it wasn’t extraordinary
and probably wasn’t a utopia. To
us, however, it was perfection.
We couldn’t believe how beau
tiful it was. We were pitiful. We
snapped pictures like the tourists
we were trying desperately not to
be.
But it didn’t matter, the people
of Costa Rica were as friendly as
the country was beautiful. They
went out of their way just to say
‘hello.’(They love surfers down
there). Lucky for us they never
stopped being friendly.
One day we were driving south
in search of waves, when we came
to a small farming town. The four
surfboards were in the backseat of
our pick-up truck hanging out of
the right-side window about two
feet. Adam was driving and he
didn’t notice how close he was to
a truck parked on the right side of
the road. Upon passing, the surf
boards whacked the drivers side
mirror off the truck. It sounded
like a gunshot. Everyone from the
town swarmed into the street to
see what was going on. We didn’t

know what had happened until
Adam halted our truck and backed
up. A group of men were laughing
and pointing at the surfboards and
the truck mirror. Those giggles
didn’t calm us.
Immediately we worried be
cause we didn’t have much money
with us. We thought he was going
to ask us for an outrageous sum,
but he only asked for $7. That was
nothing to us, but it’s a great
amount in Costa Rica. We were
relieved.
“If this would have happened
in Florida, a fight or a lawsuit would
have followed,” said Steve. Instead,
we paid for the mirror and he
thanked us. Everyone else was
waving and smiling at us as we left
the town. It was a humbling expe
rience. Meeting friendly people
and sampling a different culture
was exciting, but the reason we
were there was for the surf.
The waves earned the country

See surfers, pg. 9
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International and local musical legends heat up Jacksonville Jazz Festival 15
by Sheila Griffin
Contributing writer
As if the summer months
weren’t hot enough, fall continues
to steam up with spicy sounds from
The Neville Brothers, Joshua
Redman, Tania Maria, Sadao
watanabe and many more jazz
greats at this year's Jacksonville
Jazz Festival in Metropolitan Park
on October 14 and 15.
The event marks the fifteenth
year of a week full of traditional
and contemporary jazz music performed by legends.
Parading their Mardi Gras
style, Art, charles, Aaron and
Cyril Neville, known as The
Neville Brothers, promise a show
of comraderie displaying the brothers' vocal harmonies and sharp
instrumental interplay. Having
come full circle with their individual careers, the Neville Brothers reunited to create New Orleans style music which intially
started with hometown fame and
grew to a worldwide following.
As described by "Newsweek”,
‘The Neville Brothers have poured
out a stream of syncopated, funky,
riveting music that makes you
dance and ache and cry inside.”
while the Jacksonville Jazz
Festival, a nationally recognized
event sponsored by local public
broadcasting station, WJCT, features legends from all over the
world, you’ll also find some fresh,
new faces on the jazz scene too.
Harvard graduate Joshua
Redman switched paths on a year

long break before starting Yale Law Sadao Watanabe got his first big
While the festival brings jazz
Jacksonville Jazz Festival
School, and found himself im- break with the “Cosy Quartet” and legends each year, attendees are
Information
mersed in the sound of the tenor later entered the prestigious Berklee also treated to some local talent as
saxophone. His music career college of Music in Boston. Yet well. The UNF Jazz Ensemble WJCT............... 353-7770
quickly began the ascension to another worldwide traveling musi- warms up the crowd on Saturday
stardom with honors such as “Hot cian, watanabe makes annual vis- morning, while local sensation the
Jazz Artist of 1993” in “Rolling its to America, Aftrica, Europe and Noel Freidline Ensemble plays
Stone.” Redman’s recent release, South America adapting the vari- later that day.
“MoodSwing,” is the work of a ous cultural sounds into his univerformer law student turned Big sal music.
Apple jazz musician with his newly
formed quartet. It's meant to
“enrich the spirit.”
The festival, which was
originally supposed to be an
intimate gathering for seafood and music at Mayport,
continues to expand. It encompasses a cultural variety
bringing international performers.
Brazilian pianist and vocalistTania Maria, brings her
audiences to their feet with
her rhyhthm fest and vocal
showcase sung in four languages (English, French,
Spanish and Portuguese).
The Grammy nominated
singer debuted in America
at the Newport Jazz Festival
and her career has taken her
around the world enabling
her to incorporate into her
music “the many different
sounds of people.”
In another far off land, a
young Japanese boy experimented with the alto saxophone and began his music On Friday and Saturday , October 14 and 15, The Jacksonville Jazz Festival is your ticket to jubilant jazz featuring
career with a dance band on (clockwise from left) tenor saxophonist Joshua Redman, pianist/vocalist Tania Maria, alto saxman Sadao Watanabe,
and the funky jazz veterans The Neville Brothers.
the local U.S. military base.

UNF group kicks some jazz at 15th annual Festival
by John Clark
Contributing writer
They're known by various names.
Some students know them simply as the Jazz Band.
Others, the First Band. It’s only occasionally, however,
they’re known by their proper name, the UNF Jazz Ensemble. whatever name you ch∞se one thing’s certain.
This band can kick some jazz.
You can see them kick it at one of the nation's largest
jazz festivals, the 15th Annual Jacksonville Jazz Festival.
The Festival, October 8 through 15, features classic jazz
legends and rising new stars. Some of the jazz musicians
appearing at this year’s festival are Lee Ritenour, The
Neville Brothers, George Howard, Tania Maria, Joshua
Redman, Sadao Watanabe, Slide Hampton And The
JazzMasters and many others.
The UNF Jazz Ensemble, under the direction of Bruce
Silva, will perform Saturday, October 15, at 11 a.m. Gates
open at 9 a.m. and admission is free. They’ll be the first act
on the main stage at Metropolitan Park.
However, this isn’t their first performance at the
festival .Because of the band’s reputation, they’ve accompanied various jazz artists at the festival since 1988.
“UNF has an incredible jazz program that’s known
throughout the country,” festival producer Susan
Higginbotham said. “And it’s a pleasure to present them to
the community.”

Jazz band members find just as much pleasure playing as
patrons do listening during the event.
“It's a lot of fun,” Billy Bargetzi, a senior lead trombonist, said. “People are there to listen to jazz, so it’s a high
energy thing that makes it a lot of fun.”
Not only will this year's performance be tons of fun, it
will be a little different. Veteran festival enthusiasts may be
surprised to see the band performing on its own instead of
accompanying a jazz artist. Silva said the band is looking
forward to the change. “They like the challenge.”
This challenge won’t be the only new experience for
some band members, however. Simply playing in the festival will be new for half the band. Silva, in his third year as
director, said 10 of the 20 members in the band are new, but
in the short time they've been together they've impressed
him.
“This band, already, is one of the best we've had,” he
said.
John Robinson, a senior and trumpet player in the band
for three years, agreed.
“Last year’s band is hard to top, but this year’s (band)
didn't take a step back,” he said.
Bargetzi said there is definitely no step back, just the
same jazzy sounds.
"The group this year is strong,” the three year mainstay
said, “We lost the entire sax section except for one (member), but this year's sax (section) is very capable. So, this

year’s band will be as good or better.”
Tim Pitchford, a sophomore trombonist and new member, said he couldn’t compare bands, but just auditioning for
the top band this year was more intimidating than last year.
“(Auditions) were a lot tougher this year because of
being in front of the whole (music) faculty,” Pitchford said.

Whatever you choose to call
them, one thing’s certain:
this band can kick some jazz.
Silva said the auditioning process required students to
audition for three days individually, in groups and in sections for the entire music faculty.
Pitchford said while the auditions and competition
were tough, the band is a unified group.
“There's no conflicts,” he said. "We just have a g∞d
time and try to make some music.”
But while he was anticipating performing for the first
time in the festival, he will be in Costa Rica instead,
performing with the Dixieland Combo.
So, it seems you have a choice. You can either fly down
to Costa Rica to hear the Dixieland Combo or you can
watch the UNF Jazz Ensemble kick some jazz in Metropolitan Park.
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Rhythm and Views

Three new bands crank it moody and dark
by Paisley McClellan
Contributing writer
MOIST - SILVER - EMI
Music Canada

We all have our little skeletons in the closet. One of mine is
trying to catch 120 Minutes on
MTV every Sunday night. Often,
my eyes roll back into my brain
after one too many stupid bands,
but every now and then, a new

band will light up my tiny screen
with something just different
enough to keep me from switching over to those computer personal ads on channel 25.
Moist saved me from this fate
a few weeks ago with a song called
“Push.” Moody, dark distortion
churned out the intro and set the
stage for what I hoped would be an
angry love/hate ballad (it was one
of those days). It turned out to be
just what I wanted. So I bought
the whole CD.
At best, I'd expected a Pearl
Jam album given the general
"bruised soul” aura of “Push.” That
was fine. I'd rather have heard a
bad imitation of Pearl Jam than
one more band trying to rip off
“Pavement” any day.
But Moist turned out to be
nothing like Pearl Jam. If anything, they’re more comparable
to Brad (Pearl Jam guitarist Stone
Gossard’s one time funky/mellow
side project). Singer David Usher
wins my award for NOT singing
exactly like Eddie Vedder. Give
the man a medal.
The eleven songs on Silver
range from a couple of heavy rock
songs like “Push,” to funky fast
blues with “This Shrieking Love”

and “Freaky Be Beautiful,” to “BelieveMe” and “Kill For You."These
are sort of like Candlebox if
Candlebox weren’t so nausea tingly
pretty.
There's a layer of maturity to
Moist. Part of it may be Kevin
Young’s keyboards which saturate
every melody with bluesy lounge
piano which either speeds up or
saddens a song. Part of it may be
the interplay between guitarist Mark Makowy and
bassist Jeff Pearce who seem
to know sometimes less is
more. It could be drummer
Paul Wilcox knows how to
keep the rhythm interesting
and not predictable. Or, it
may be David Usher’s nonpretentious, raspy wails.
whatever it is, Moist has
a unique sound. They're
deep, but not depressing.
Their harmonies are
hummable, but not trite.
They have the jazzy piano
thing, but it's mixed with so many
other sounds it never becomes
maudlin. The lyrics are angry and
full of honesty, but also colorful.
I guess there IS musical life out
there these days. Thank God. If it
weren’t for Moist, I might’ve spent
my Sunday night TV time reading
“Single white Male seeking
Heather Locklear look-alike who
enjoys beer, monster trucks and
unemployed
men fearing
committment”.
That would have sucked. You
see, I think I already know that
guy.

tive stance.
Love Spit Love
consists of Richard
and Tim Butler’s
new band since the
break-up of The
Furs. Luckily, the
music has remained
much 1ike The Furs’
later days. These
days Richard Butler
looks like Johnny
Lydon’s aristocratic
uncle. He still retains shocks of
jagged orange hair,
but his taught face
seethes with reserved British cool.
It’s the same British cool which
made his voice cut through The
Furs like steel wool.
Butler’s voice is a paradox in
itself. It’s hoarse and sultry and
sometimes slightly off key. But
those things only add to the fragile
nature of his lyrics and the sweeping intensity of Love Spit Love’s
music.
On a technically musical side,
guitarist Richard Fortus (who also
plays cello and mandolin on the
CD) is one of the most diverse

RUSTED
ROOT
WHEN I WOKE - Mercury/
Polygram Records

LOVE SPIT LOVE - LOVE

SPIT LOVE - IMAGO Record-

ings
The Psychedelic Furs was one
of those bands almost everybody
likedatone time or another. Songs
like “Pretty In Pink” and “Love
My way” will forever be played
during New wave nights at clubs
near and far.
But the Psychedelic Furs
changed towards the end of their
span. With the albums Book of
Days and World Outside Richard
Butler’s voice became more heartbreaking and the music slowed
down to a much more introspec

ten to “Green” for a good example
of amazing electric grooves and
then listen to “Codeine” for a
mind-blowing raga flavored acoustic jam.
This music is moody. It's reminiscent of the Furs’ World Outside
CD which was comparable to reading somebody else’s diary. Butler’s
voice can be an acquired taste given
its eccentricities, but if you like it,
you usually end up loving it. with
Love Spit Love and the grace of
the music on their debut CD, I can
only say one final thing - it’s good
to have the Butlers back.

players to pop up on a rock CD in
awhile. His contributions range
from a Dave Navarro (ex-Jane's
Addiction) climax to complex ride
throughout intricate acoustic
songs. The acoustic he creates are
as intense as his electric playing - a
rarity among most guitarists. Lis

The bio with this CD said
this group originally hails from
Pittsburgh, but after listening
to the first track of When I
Woke, I began to think they
came from Mars. I guess only
people from Pittsburgh would
know if there’s any difference.
“Drum Trip” is the first
track and it’s...well...drums.
Three minutes and forty five
seconds of tribal drums and
nothing else. If the rest of this
CD had stayed as raw and interesting as this track, When I
Woke might’ve been a differ
ent kind of CD.
But by track two, “Ecstacy,”
Michael Glabicki comes in and
the music goes from inspired to
self-absorbed in seconds, lt's
“multi-cultural." It’s “organic.” But
it doesn’t sound sincere.
Back to the bio, their music is

described as “a blend of African,
Middle Eastern, Latin American
and Eastern influences.” Some of
the song titles include “Beautiful
People,” “Food & Creative Love”
and “Infinite Tamboura.” Are you
beginning to smell the patchouli
yet?
To be fair, I listened to the
entire CD at least four times before reaching an opinion. It’s probably diplomatic to say this just
isn’t my kind of thing, but something about it really bugs me. If it
were truly awful, I wouldn't think
twice about it so I’ll try to list the
highlights.
The percussion is great. Some
of the rhythms are interesting in
a bongos and coffee house way.
It's definitely a change of pace
from the overload of retro ‘70s
rock out now. No two songs are
exactly alike and they do encompass every style their bio says.
There's just something way
too suspicious about a band who
in the same paragraph describe
themselves as having sold “20,000
units nationwide,” and as having
recorded “the same blasting energy we brought with us back to
the Earth.”
I know record companies write
biographies, but Rusted Root
should get it straight. Either
they’re “beautiful people” into
sunshine and sky and earth, or
they're a collection of fake hippies from Pittsburgh into selling
mass units of their “product.”
Unfortunately, to me the music reflects the same confusion.

Green Day comes not to praise the 80's, but to bury it
by John L Meeks
News Editor
Every new decade bites the preceding
ten years on the butt like a hungry dog on a
mailman. The energetic reaction we had
against the orderliness and the dowdiness of
the Eisenhower years was embodied in the
British Invasion. The even more energetic
reaction the young gritty post-Punk punks
have to the cheesy spandex-clad groups of
the l980s was witnessed in the recent university sponsored Green Day concert.
Green Day excelled at bashing previous
top 40 flavors of the month. The cover song
of Foreigner’s “Eye of the Tiger” brought
one of the many cheers to the sold out crowd
at the Arena. It would be naive to deny our
culture eats its own. It would also be naive
to deny Twisted Sister really did suck. But

if you couldn't stand the mockery crashing
out the speakers, you’ll be better off with
Judas Priest or some Revlon poster group.
How else can a group appeal to a wide
audience without creating a backlash against
something? Gothics and teenyboppers were
busily thrashing about in the mosh pit; they
probably would have moshed to lead singer
Billie Joe reading the phone book. One
weirdo in a red shirt even drew pre-show
applause by inciting big mechanic-looking
guys to smash him into the pavement; he ate
the floor. The crowd went wild.
I, like many of the other concertgoers,
knew the two singles and just the two singles.
When I was listening to channel X on the
radio, even the DJ said, “If you hear any of
the Green Day songs on the radio...” All I
heard was “Longview” and “Basket Case.”

We were listening with open minds. And to
attend this show, you needed more than just
an open mind.
Joe made his prediction we would all
end up naked by the end of the concert.
Someone must have been listening intently
because he threw a pair of not-so-clean
boy’s briefs onto the stage. “Nice skidmarks,”
he said before putting them on his head like
a beanie.
Near the end of the show, for some
strange reason unknown to me (or Green
Day), a couple of members of the flunky
squad decided to run up on stage and make
a scene. The award for most obnoxious was
a tie. One patron, Joe called “Fat Boy,”
shouted to the audience before being escorted back to his Happy Meal McLife. The
second student fanatic came out running

and left literally kicking and screaming. As
for me, I would never pay $8 so I can either:
A. get my butt kicked by one really nice
member of the stage mafia; B. post a zillion
dollars bail for impersonating a total idiot;
C. have a chance to find out what it’s like
not to have any friends.
Speaking of spending money, many of
the Green Day fans (including the mysterious Hanes guy), threw enough shoes onto
the stage to allow them to marry a despot in
the Phillipines.
I was a satisfied customer. I think I’ll buy
“Dookie.” Besides, they didn’t pull a Sinead
and tear up a picture of the Pope. No political causes for Billie Joe, that is, except one.
He touted bestiality citing a certain incident between a man in North Florida and
his sheep. The 80s are indeed dead.
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Surfers defy stereotype
going to take off to someplace with
killer waves for a while. I don’t
want to live the rest of my life like
a rat in a maze and miss out on all
the good stuff.”
Living from swell to swell like
a junkie from fix to fix, they are
probably the only people who welcome news of threatening hurricanes because of the great waves
produced.
"Whenever there is a swell
everything else in my life is put on
hold because I never know how
long it will be before the next one
comes,” said North.
Difficult for someone who
doesn’t surf to understand, the sport
affects every part of a surfer's life.
Most surfers would give up anything to ride perfect waves during
the hours they have left on earth.
Thousands of surfers crisscross the
globe every day in search of perfection. They travel to the ends of the
earth and return with tales of wave
wonderlands.
Perhaps surfing isn't for everybody, but for some people it IS life
itself.
“Surfing is about the journey,
not the destination,"Thomas said.

ATTENTION DECEMBER
GRADUATES

Surfers share experiences

Howto
interview
with the
Fortune 500
without even
getting out
of bed.

continued from pg. 6
surfboard while being carried by a
wave is an intimidating task, and
that won’t even happen until everything else is mastered.
Seemingly an overwhelming
amount of work and information,
surfers believe it is well worth the
effort.
“Surfing helps me stay in
rhythm with life,” said Billy Thomas, an academic advisor at the
university and and longtime beach
resident. "Trite as it may sound, it
makes me feel at one with the
universe.”
Thomas, a 37-year-old, has
surfed since he was in high school.
Along with being an academic
advisor, he is also a preacher - not
the young, dumb and lazy stereotypical surfer seen on TV screens
and read about in books.
Nonetheless, all surfers are a
different breed. They are usually
more relaxed. They have their priorities in a different order than
everyone else.
“I can’t wait until I graduate
from college,” said North. “I am

continued from pg. 6
an A+.
“We need to start planning our
next trip and come back to Costa
Rica,” Adam said. It was only the
second day of our two week trip.
The worst days of surf there
were better than most best days in
Northeast Florida. It was unbelievable. Not only that, but we
scored doubly because we arrived
two days before the “swell of the
season.”
when we first landed we heard
rumors of the swell. We just
shrugged itoff though because hype
about a big swell is about as reliable as gossip. Two days later the
swell arrived.
As we pulled onto Hermosa
Beach, the swell looked huge about eight to twelve feet with
muchbigger wavespummeling the
beach. We were slack jawed and
speechless for about five minutes.
I'll put it in perspective. Think
of the highest point of a two-story
house. Thinking?Now visualize it
coming down on you repeatedly.
Exciting isn’t it!?
We drove south after that in
search of some ridable surf because
the waves at Hermosa Beach were
too big for the beaches and sandy
ocean bottoms in the area. They
couldn’t take a swell of that size
and form it into a ridable wave.
We got onto the road again.
Tired of riding in the truck and
growing mighty anxious to surf, we
tried some beaches south of Jaco.
Furious-looking waves didn’t stop
us. Our hastiness almost cost us

our lives.
“This is insane! We are going
to die before we make it out there! ”
Steve said to me while we were
paddling out. Ironically, we were
more awed than scared. The waves
were powerful, but beautiful at the
same time. They taunted us to try
a ride.
when the biggest set waves
broke in front of us an overwhelming wall of white water would form
sounding like a freight train and
hitting us like a convoy of trucks.
I decided my health insurance company would never know how I
spend most of my time.
The eeriest thing about that
session was the way the waves
sounded. It wasn't the loudness,
but the way the sound invaded my
thoughts. I felt controlled by the
waves mentally and physically. I
wondered if I was experiencing a
state of psuedo-aquatic-limbo.
Ugh, never mind.
Needless to say, we survived
that morning session and drove
back to Jaco to greet the bay in
front of our hotel. The waves were
only a little bit smaller, but fully
ridable because of the shape of the
beach. We had one of the most
unreal sessions of our lives that
aftemoon. The waves were about
seven to ten feet and the rides were
long and fast. It couldn’t get any
better than this.
During our two week trip to
costa Rica we surfed waves and
experienced things everyone
should. It would probably make for
a kinder and more enlightened
world.
It was a surfer’s paradise all
right, but anyone could love it!

It’s time to order your graduation announcements.
orders are now being accepted for Personalized
Graduation Announcements at the UNF
Bookstore. You may order at any time, but it takes
four weeks for delivery, so DON’T DELAY.
A Jostens representative will be at the Bookstore
Monday, October 3rd through Friday, October 7th
to answer questions and to help with your order.
Plan to order announcements now to allow
adequate time for mailing to friends and family
prior to graduation.
UNF College Rings will also be on sale at this time.
Nursing Students should plan to stop by the
Bookstore to place orders for their UNF BSN Pins.

OK, graduate-to-be. You can get up early or you can get Career/NET.™
It’s simple: You give us your resume in a personal profile on the disk we
provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including
the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they’re looking for. Your Career/NET
enrollment kit—a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by-step
instructions—is $99.95.* To be in the next nationwide distribution to
employers, order today. Call 1-800-682-8539.

Career NET
*Plus $4.95 for shipping and handling.
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Zvosec says Magic a boost

Classifieds
EMPLOYMENT

LOOKING FOR A JOB? Connect with potential
employers 24 hours/day, 7 days/week with the
Osprey Touchtone Jobsline!! Simply call the Career Development Center at 664-2955 to obtain
your jobsline password - then dial 929-3UNF. ..
looking for a job has never been so easy!

Build a business while you prepare for a career.
Call 945-9368 to schedule an interview.
WANTED: Dependable individual with transportation for clean up and labor with construction
company in Sawgrass area. Flexible Hours. Approximately 20 hours per week. $7.00 per hour.
285-5133
BLACK JACK & CASINO DEALER, Convention work in the Jacksonville area. Flexible parttime. No experience necessary, will train. Gall
today 800-676-7666.

COPYCONSULTANT We have an immediate
opening for a highly motivated individual who
enjoys working in a fast paced environment. Responsibilities include helping customers, operating production machinery, and maintaining a
professional appearance of the store. We offer
compensation plus 401K, profit sharing and cafeteria style health care benefits. Apply in person,
KINKO'S 9810-7 Baymeadows Rd.

Can you really make money saving the environment? YES! Call 945-9368 to discover how.

from page 12

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up to $2,000+/
mo. on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
Seasonal and Full-Time employment available.
No exp. necessary. For info. Call 1-206-634'0468
ext. C54101
STUDENT WORK $10.15 to start. Flexible
hours, will work around schedule. We train.
Scholarships/Internships possible. Call 443-0066

Part-time work leading to life-long income. No
risk, 100% guarantee. Call 945-9368.
Wickets Sawgrass Village, Ponte Vedre Beach.
Part-time ladies/children's clothing sales. We are
looking for a bright, energetic, people-oriented
person. Please call 904-285-7200 Craig Monroe,
Manager.
SERVICES

WORD PROCESSING, Laser printed, error free
guarantee, pick up/delivery available, quick turn
around. Michell O’Rourke 398-4132

FUNDRAISING choose from 3 different
fundraisers lasting either 3 or 7 days. No Investment. Earn $$$ for your group plus personal cash
bonuses for yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
SPRING BREAK ‘95 America’s #1 Spring Break
company! Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
110% Lowest PriceGuarantee! Organize 15 Friends
and TRAVEL FREE! Earn Highest commissions!
800-32-TRAVEL

currently, there are six players
on the men’s roster from the First
Coast area: freshman Jamal Williams (Baker County), sophomores
Johnny walker (University Christian), Chris Patterson (Nease) and
ChrisLee (Mandarin), junior Chris
Sneed (Terry Parker), and senior
Nate Silva (Fletcher).
Head Men’s Basketball Coach
Rich Zvosec is excited about the
opportunity for UNF to host the
Magic and he believes their presence on campus is certainly a positive for his program.
“I think it [the scrimmage] will
aid recruiting in two ways,” he
said. “First of all, from a visibility
stand point in the community, it
will allow people to get out here
who have never been here.
“Also, itcan’thelp but increase
the media coverage on campus.”
That may serve as the greatest
asset for the school, especially in
the area.
Some local high school
coaches, such as Fletcher High
Sch∞l's Bob Rhodin, see the
scrimmage as a stepping stone for
the program.
“I think there is enough interest that people will pay the $10
and it will create an interest in

basketball at UNF,” he said.
Associate memberships in the
Osprey Club cost $10, and all
Osprey Club members may attend
the Magic scrimmage.
Rhodin, who guided the Senators to the state title game two
years ago with the likes of Andre
Cooper (Florida State) and Jeremy Hyatt (North Carolina State),
believes the program is moving up.
“I think they have such a nice
facility, and the scrimmage now
allows a lot of people to go see the
campus who have never seen it,”
he added.
The Lady Ospreys, who have
local ties with freshman Lucretia
Simmons (Forrest High School)
and juniors Nancy Miller
(Fletcher) and Felecia Monroe
(Orange Park), hope to learn from
the game and generate an interest
in their program as well.
“I think it is an asset for our
girls,” said Head Coach Mary
Ortelee. “I think as far as showcasing the facility, it is phenomenal.
“I think it is a tremendous opportunity to kickoff the season.”
It’s also an opportunity to impress new recruits.
“Any time you can go into a
recruit's home and name drop the
Magic, it will open some eyes,”
Zvosec said.
Suddenly, the scrimmage takes
on as much impact for UNF as
Shaq had on the NBA.

SAVEUP TO

great scores...
Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and test
taking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills...

ON ALL

COLLEGE RINGS

Superior Styling
Finest Quality

Lifetime Warranty

Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

Call: (904) 731-5500

get a

higher score

KAPLAN
Mon. 10/3 - Wed. 10/6
10:00 - 6:00
UNF Bookstore
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Ospreys overcome bad refs Volleyball team wins four at Rollins

by Tom Kopacz
Sports Editor

The UNF
soccer team
overcame injuries and poor officiating
to
knock off visiting Brewton Parker college 2-1
Wednesday, September 28.
Luis Verga scored for in the
29th minute for the Ospreys, with
assists from Chris Dunn and Kaspar
Neilsen. Rodney DiConti added a
goal in the 42nd minute on a pass
from Dunn. Stewart Coughran
scored for the wildcats late in the
second half.
Although UNF dominated the
game much of the first half,
Brewton Parker’s physical play
began to wear at UNF, and coach
Ray Bunch said it eventually had
an effect. Bunch said Brewton
Parker defended better in the second half and got more physical.
“All of a sudden, we started
retaliating, getting off our game,”
he said, adding that his team should
know better than that. "The bottom line in soccer is if you retaliate, you’re going to get called.
“We’ve got to have more selfrespect than to go down to their
level.”
Three players — two for UNF
and one for Brewton Parker —
were eventually shown yellow
cards. UNF midfielder Robbie
Lawrence was ejected after being
shown two yellow cards, and referee Klaus Staefe also ejected Wildcat assistant coach Dan Blank for
arguing — twice, as Blank came
back to argue with Staefe some
more.
Staefe may have been the biggest impediment to smooth play.
when UNF adopted Brewton
Parker’s physical style, the game
degenerated, and Staefe was never
really able to get it back until the
81st minute.

Senior defender Gary McCall
called the match a great, fighting
performance and said the result
was never in doubt. “There was a
lot of determination,"he said. “We
were never going to lose the
game.”
UNF goalkeeper Heath
Hardin made six saves. He said he
thought the Osprey defense and
midfielders are putting things together well. “We had a couple
gameswhen we were missing some
key starters,” he said.
In fact, UNF has been playing
in pain for some time. McCall has
one of the worst injuries; he is
playing despite a strained
quadricep muscle. He said three
or four UNF players are playing
through injuries, and that practice routine has changed. “We
just do light training,” he said,
adding that practice tends to be
about an hour a day.
McCall's determination to
play on comes despite offers to sit
out and let his leg heal. “We've
said to him he can sit it out,”
Bunch said. “The doctors say it
doesn’t matter if he plays or not.”
UNF athletic trainer Dave
Boerem said while time is the
greatest healer, “He’s inhere [the
training room] on a daily basis.”
Boerem received a new soccer-playing patient after the
Brewton Parker game: defender
Nate Silva, who hyperextended
his knee. Boerem said he expected
Silva to be able to play in two
matches in South Florida, at Palm
Beach Atlantic and at Sunshine
State conference rival Barry
University, October 1 and 2.
The win over Brewton Parker
ended a 2-1 week for the Ospreys,
making them 3-3 on the season.
UNF lost 2-0 at No. 2 Florida
Tech Wednesday, September 21,
then bounced back Saturday, September 24, with a 3-1 win over
visiting Flagler college.

classic, extends win streak to seven
by Tom Kopacz
Sports Editor
The UNF volleyball team has
overcome the loss of several players,
due to injuries and other factors, to
move to third place in the Sunshine
State conference and No. 24 in the
September 24 coaches’ poll.
The Lady Ospreys competed in
the Rollins Invitational October 1 and 2 in winter
Park, finishing 4-0, runner-up to the University of
Tampa. Their record now stands at 10-1 so far, with
a 4-1 SSC record.
In the first day of the Rollins Invitational, the
Lady Ospreys swept Catawba, 15-3, 15-6, 15-8, and
Wingate, 15-5,15-4,15-4. Janice Turner led UNF in
the Catawba match with 15 kills, while Wendy Balut
had 11. Balut led the Lady Ospreys in the Wingate
match with 14 kills, while Turner had 11.
In its first match Sunday, October 2, the Lady
Ospreys beat Missouri-St. Louis 15-7, 15-6, 15-17,
15-6. They swept Elon college in its afternoon match
15-13,15-3,15-5.
The Lady Ospreys rolled over Augusta college
Sunday, September 25, sweeping the Lady Jaguars
15-1,15-4,15-1 in a match that took just 45 minutes
to complete. UNF gave its most dominating performance of the season in front of the smallest home
crowd of 1994: just 35 people showed up after a
schedule change due to the Green Day concert the
night before.
“Usually when you play a weak team, you play
pretty weak yourself,” said senior right-side hitter
Kelly Bradley, who added that the team avoided that

trap. She said the Lady Ospreys avoided making a
mental lapse, which they had done in several matches
previously.
The Lady Ospreys played the match with no
bench to speak of: several players have been out
injured recently. “Right now, we’re all injured,”
Bradley said. "We're playing with six people right
now and some of those [players] aren’t healthy.”
UNF Head Coach Mike welch said several players have had to miss matches with injuries, but added
that the team held its first full practice in some time
wednesday, September 28.
Outside hitter Melissa Flynn took a week off with
shoulder pain. “We’re kind of monitoring how many
swings she can take during practice,” welch said.
Another outside hitter, junior Monica McCaleb,
has been out with a stress fracture in her shin. Welch
said she had been challenging for a starting position.
“She gives us a lot of depth, which we haven't had for
the past couple of weeks.”
Junior Wendy Balut did not play in UNF's September 21 sweep of Florida Tech due to cracked ribs
and some associated cartilage damage.
“She came back for the [Florida Tech] match
even though she wasn’t 100 percent,” Welch said.
“The injury is still there, but each day it becomes less
of a risk. She's playing at 100 percent, but we run the
risk that if she bumps it, it could cause some damage.”
Welch also hopes that freshman outside hitter
Joy Haijsman can join the team soon. Haijsman,
from Orange Park, had surgery to repair a tom rotator
cuff in April. Clay Today named her Volleyball
Player of the Year three times, while the Florida
Times-Union gave her that award twice.

Rec services sponsors tabletop football
Remember the days when playing football meant kicking field
goals with paper footballs on the
elementary school lunch table?
Those days have returned.
welcome to the Ocean Spray
Table Top Football Tournament.
UNF is among 200 participating schools competing for a chance
to win tickets to the 1995 Super
Bowl in Miami.
Teams of three players will
battle for oneofeightregional spots

with the winner of each regional
competition advancing to Miami
for the national championship and
a chance to earn tickets to Super
Bowl XXIX.
If that isn’t competitive
enough, then how about flag football?
Or, perhaps racquetball or
weekend basketball is what you
enjoy.
whatever the sport, the UNF
Intramural Sports program is of-

fering several activities for currendy enrolled UNF students, faculty, staff and fully graduated
alumni, who have purchased an
intramural sports package.
But, you must hurry. The signup deadline for flagfootball isTuesday, October 4 and the other deadlines are quickly approaching.
For more information, contact
Stephanie west at 646-2998.
—MR

Lady Ospreys take their best swing at Rolex Intercollegiate
The UNF Tennis Center hosted the Southern Gulf Region of the 1994 Rolex advanced to the consolation final, rescheduled for Tuesday, October 4, at 2:00 p.m.
Invitational Collegiate Tennis Championships Friday, September 30, through Sunday, She will play a teammate, either Jeriann Johnston or Katherine Kaminer, who were
October 2. Sunday’s championship rounds were rescheduled after rain washed them scheduled to play Monday, October 3 at 4:45 p.m. Singles semi-finals are scheduled
out. Heather Hyme (right), Kendra Pascoe (center), and Marcey Smith (left), are for Saturday, October 8, at 11:30a.m. Krafft and Rollins’Stacey Moss will play in one
shown in second-round matches Friday. Pascoe won her match against Armstrong match, with Wieser meeting teammate Sandra Van Der Aa in the other. The
State’s Hiskia Van Der Ley 6-0,6-1, but lost her next match Saturday to No. 7 seed championship is scheduled for one hour after those matches. In women’s doubles, two
Christie Lemieux of Rollins College, & 1, 6-2.Smith, the 10th seed, beat second-round UNF teams — Pascoe/Kaminer and Hyme/Smith —advanced to the semi-finals, but
opponent Vanessa Campello of Barry University, 6-1,6-0, but lost in the next round lost to Armstrong State teams. Van Der Aa/Wieser will meet Krafft and Jenine
to fourth-seededSilke Krafft of Armstrong State 6-4,6-1. Hyme, the eighth seed, beat Christian for that championship Tuesday, October 4, at ASC in Savannah, Ga. Men’s
Jacksonville (Ala.) State’s Maria Zavala 7-6(7-3), 6-0 in the second round. She lost play in the Rolex Intercollegiate starts 9 a.m. Friday, October 7, at the UNF Tennis
in the quarterfinals to Armstrong State’s Regina Wieser 6-0,6-2.UNF's Dawn Bodea Complex, and will continue through Sunday evening, October 9, weather permitting.
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Magic camp could help recruiting

Osprey sports
this week

by Mike Ridaught
Staff Writer

Volleyball
10/4
@ U. of Tampa
7:30 pm
10/8
@ S.C.-Spartanburg
1 pm
vs. Lincoln Memorial 3 pm
10/9
©Presbyterian
2pm
10/12 @ St. Leo
7:30 pm
10/14 @ University of Tampa Tourney
10/15 @ University of Tampa Tourney

Soccer
10/7
10/8
10/10
10/12
10/15
10/19
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TBA
TBA
4pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm

@ West Florida
@ West Florida
S.C.-Aiken
Jacksonville U.
@ Eckerd
St. Leo

Those who
see the Orlando
Magic’s
intrasquad basketball scrimmage at theUNF
Arena Tuesday, October 11, as
purely entertainment should think
again. The game could have greater
implications than one may realize.
what the game could do is
serve as a recruiting tool for the
university's basketball programs.
The presence of Shaquille
O’Neal and company for training
camp should generate interest for

all parties involved, including local high school basketball recruits
who have never visited the campus.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams continue to make strides
since moving from the NAIA to
the NCAA two years ago.
when you look at the two programs, there are enough intangibles
to keep a young man or woman at
home to play college basketball.
First of all, the Ospreys play in
the Sunshine State conference,
one of the premier conferences in
the nation at the Division II level
they play home games in one of
the finest facilities in the state,

and academically UNF is among
the nation’s elite.
However, getting a recruit to
take notice of the campus in the
past hasn’t always been an easy
task. That's where the Magic could
help.
The excitement of the event
itself and the view of the facility
and the campus may entice an
athlete to consider North Florida
when making the decision about
where to attend college.

See Magic, p. 11

Cross country
10/8
Furman Invitational
@ Greenville, S.C.
10/14 State Championship
@ Tampa

Men’s Tennis
10/7-9 Rolex Intercollegiate
Women’s Tennis
10/8
Rolex Intercollegiate
Semi-finals and finals

Golf
10/17

Dixie Intercollegiate Invitational
@ Columbus, Ga.

Intramural signup deadlines
10/4
Flag football league (play begins 10/16)
10/11 Racquetball (men and women) (play begins 10/16)
10/18 5-on-5 basketball tournament (play begins 10/21)

Torn

Hyme 'watches' the ball
UNF's Heather Hyme hits a forehand return during the Rolex Invitational Southern Gulf Region
Women's Tennis Championships Friday, September 30, at the UNF Tennis Complex. For more photos
and results, see page 11.

Magic, Cavaliers, Rockets, & Sonics NBA's best this season
The Orlando Magic open training camp
here Thursday, October 6 (although I
thought last season’s playoffs just ended).
They have beefed up for this season, adding
power forward Horace Grant and shooting
guard Brian Shaw to a mix already featuring
center Shaquille O’Neal, point guard
Anfernee Hardaway, small forward Dennis
Scott and shooting guard Nick Anderson.
How does the NBA shake out this season? Here's my opinion:
ATLANTIC DIVISION — Grant
makes Orlando a contender for the title, and
with added depth at the guard position from
Shaw and 1994 first-round pick Brooks
Thompson, should go far. Any team quadruple-teaming O’Neal this season is in
trouble. New York is in for a lesson: tough
defense, poor shooting and low scoring do
not win titles. The nucleus is getting old,
and only Patrick Ewing and John Starks
averaged more than 12 points per game last
season. Although Miami isloaded at guard,
Rony Seikaly isn’t a franchise center, small
forward Glen Rice thinks he’s a big guard,
and Heat management has no direction.
New Jersey's two main assets last year
were power forward Derrick Coleman, who
is mad at the team for implying that he has
an attitude problem, and now-departed

coach chuck Daly. As Coleman and Kenny loaded, with Hakeem Olajuwon, Vernon
Anderson go, so go the Nets. Philadelphia, Maxwell, and Robert Horry looking to deWashington and Boston are punching bags.
fend their title. They may do it, too. Denver
CENTRAL DIVISION — Cleveland won’t challenge Houston for the division
will be the surprise of the league. Brad title, but could make the western semiDaugherty ishealthy, power forward Tyrone finals. Dikembe Mutombo, LaPhonso Ellis,
Hill made Larry Nance retire, and Mark Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf are hungry for more
Price is the best point guard in the East. after stopping Seattle last season. San AntoIndiana had its best postseason since joining nio fans can rejoice: David Robinson, Terry
the league, and added point guard Mark Gummings and Sean Elliott return. Or
maybe not: so does
Jackson to a core of
Dennis Rodman,
Reggie Miller, Derand chuck Person
rick McKey and Rik
has joined the team.
Smits. Last season
Utah's core — Karl
was a fluke for AtMalone and John
lanta, who is not as
Stockton—got old,
good as Cleveland or
and Felton Spencer
Indiana.
Kevin
by Tom Kopacz
lacks skills. Is there
Willis and Stacey
a difference be
Augmon are good,
but the team needed Danny Manning.
tween Dallas and Minnesota? I thought not.
PACIFIC DIVISION —If Seattle can
Charlotte coach Allan Bristow needs to
use Alonzo Mourning and Larry Johnson overcome the personality conflicts, they
inside, where their height will work better. will win it all this year, although Shawn
with Michael Jordan and Horace Grant, Kemp, Kendall Gill, and Gary Payton seem
Chicago wins the title. Without them, the to thrive on tension. You thought Phoenix
Bulls must focus around Scottie Pippen and was good with Charles Barkley, A.C. Green,
Toni Kukoc. Ouch. Don’t expect much Kevin Johnson, Dan Majerle and Danny
Ainge? They've added Danny Manning.
from Milwaukee or Detroit.
MIDWEST DIVISION — Houston is Tim Hardaway returns for Golden State,

The
Sports
Column

joining Chris webber, Chris Mullin, Billy
Owens, and All-NBA guard Latrell Sprewell.
Portland is rebuilding. Clyde Drexler and
Buck williams are old, Chris Dudley (out
last season) is still an unknown quantity and
Harvey Grant was a bust. Nick Van Exel
will be a star some day. Too bad his Los
Angeles Lakers stink. If Bobby Hurley recovers from last year’s traffic accident, Sacramento might win 40 games. Los Angeles
Clippers guard Ron Harper called playing for
L.A.’s other team worse than being in jail.

∙∙∙

FEARLESS FOOTBALL FORE-

CAST (Last issue: Seven wins, eight notwins; 28-17 (.622) for the season.): Florida
State over Miami by 10, Florida over LSU
by 134, central Florida over Samford by 20,
Florida A&M over North Carolina A&T
by 3 in Ampersand Special, Georgia over
Clemson by 10, North Carolina over Georgia Tech by 18, western Carolina over
Georgia Southern by 5, NBC Fighting Irish
over Boston college by 24, Alcorn State
over Texas Southern by 10, Texas over
Oklahoma by 3, Falcons over Tampa Bay
Yucks by 17, Bills over Dolphins by 10,
Cowboys over cardinals by 20, chiefs over
chargers by 3, Vikings over East Rutherford
(N.J.) Giants by 6.

